The multi dimensional string objects are introduced as a new alternative for an application of string models for time series forecasting in trading on financial markets. The objects are represented by open string with 2-endpoints and D2-brane, which are continuous enhancement of 1-endpoint open string model. We show how new object properties can change the statistics of the predictors, which makes them the candidates for modeling a wide range of time series systems. String angular momentum is proposed as another tool to analyze the stability of currency rates except the historical volatility. To show the reliability of our approach with application of string models for time series forecasting we present the results of real demo simulations for four currency exchange pairs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Trading and predicting foreign exchange in the forex market [1] has become one of the intriguing topic and is extensively studied by researchers from different fields due to its commercial applications and attractive benefits that it has to offer. Algorithmic trading with large amount of processed data, the ticks in millisecond scale, requires new physical methods to describe the statistics of the return intervals on the short and large scales [2] and new geometric representation of data , e. g., new view on data statistics in higher dimensions [3] . Moreover, the global markets consist of a large number of interacting units and their time-averaged dynamics resemble the systems with many-body effects. The classical statistical instruments which treats the market as a whole, like the returns and volatility distributions [4, 5] , must be enhanced by new phenomena from informational and social sciences. Theoretical interest is also oriented to the distribution of the occurrence of rare extreme events in historical time series data [6, 7] . Their clustering in data records indicates the existence of a long-term memory dependencies in financial time series, which is intensively studied [8] , i. e., by multiplicative random cascade models. New approaches covering the findings of the long memory effects of forex data [9] and its stochastic features in the presence of nonstationarity [10] , the renormalization group approach [11] , exploitation of genetic algorithms [12] , open novel perspectives.
We work on the concept which approach the string theory [13] to the field of time series forecast and data analysis through a transformation of currency rate data to the topology of physical strings and branes [14] [15] [16] .
The ideas have been practically demonstrated by a novel prediction method based on string invariants [17] with genetic algorithm for optimization of method's parameters. The method has been tested on competition and real world data, its performance compared to artificial neural networks and support vector machines algorithms. Another interesting application has been the construction of trading algorithm based on 1-endpoint strings and the demonstration of model properties on real online trade system [18] . Stability of the algorithm on transaction costs for long trade periods has been confirmed and compared to benchmark prediction models and trading strategies.
The aim of this paper is to outline new possibilities how the prediction models in trading on financial market can be enhanced in the framework of a string theory. We propose to proceed from simple 1-endpoint and 2endpoints strings to more complex objects, D2-branes. The D2-branes have the ability to smooth the movement of prices on the market and to process the preserved market memory with better efficiency than in the case of the strings, the study of a statistics of momenta of string objects reveal the perspectives of D2-branes. However, the simulations with prediction models based on string approach show that one can profit only on the regions with high stability. In real data, the fluctuations of forex market prices brake the statistics of the predictions and one must build into the models various trading brakes, to deal with the rapid changes. The evaluation of a volatility [19, 20] serves as one of the sources of analyzing tools in pricing strategies. We introduce new methodics based on the analogy with the angular momentum in the string theory. Its application into trading models can serve as complementary financial instrument in addition to a volatility. The changes of Regge slope parameter or the string tension can identify trends on the market, their understanding allows us to dynamically change an intrastring characterization (reduction a string length for a short period) and better predict the movement of prices. Especially in large market fluctuations, their exploitation needs further experimental verification.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II formulates the general models of multi dimensional string models. Their properties and comparison with previous models are discussed. In Section III, we introduce the Regge alpha slope for the investigation of the stability of currency rates. The obtained results are summarized in the last section. In Appendix B we demonstrate the application of our model for the real demo sessions for currency pairs EUR/USD, CHF/JPY, AUD/CAD, AUD/JPY.
II. FROM SIMPLE TO COMPLEX STRINGS
The concept of string maps is based on the connection of the currency quotes and the string objects. For the defined time series of currency exchange rates for the ask p ask (τ ) and bid p bid (τ ) values in time τ one can construct the string maps with the typical length l s . These non-local objects serve as the basic objects for further operations. In contrast to classical time series forecasting methods, e. g., autoregressive and moving average models, which forecast the variable of interest using a linear combination of past values or errors of the variable, the string maps carry the larger price history, thereafter the trends of irregular or untypical price changes can be caught with better accuracy.
In the works [14, 15] the q-deformed prediction model based on the deviations from benchmark string sequence of 1-endpoint string map P (1) q (τ, h) was thoroughly studied. The momentum M of the string (the predictor) were proposed for the study of deviations of string maps from benchmark string sequence in the form
for m, q > 0 , l s is the string length. P N (τ, h) represents the generalized N -points string map, in previous case P N (τ, h) → P (1) q (τ, h). The regular function F CS (h, ϕ) could be substituted by various periodic functions. In [18] we have used the form
We have shown that the final form of Eq. (2) depends on the trading strategy, when one looks the regions in the time series market with almost invariant values of M and tries to predict the increase or decrease of prices with the best efficiency. Such model yields to the momenta values depicted in Fig. 1a . Despite the simple approach, the results of the simulations with the prediction model in the OANDA market have demonstrated the stability of the proposed trading algorithm on the transaction costs for the long trade periods. However, the values of M have not allowed to find the wide regions of invariants even for the higher q or other periodic functions as in Eq. (2), which lead us to find more complex solutions (more details in Appendix B).
A. Open string with two endpoints
In the next we study the influence of more complex string objects on the momentum behavior. At first we propose to incorporate a long-term trend by the nonlinear map corresponding to an open string with 2-endpoints
with h ∈ 0, l s , q deformation f q = sign(x)|x| q and p(τ ) value represents the mean value p(τ ) = (p ask (τ ) + p bid (τ ))/2. The P 
Practically, one can replace P N (τ, h) → P
q (τ, h) in Eq. (1) and look at the values of M . Fig. 1b shows that the effect of the regularization is notable in comparison with previous case of 1-endpoint open string, even for low values of q parameter. It allow us to focus on the predictor values which determine the stability of the algorithm or in other words they reflect the price changes on the scale of string length.
B. Open polarized string with two endpoints
Further modification of the string map to include spread-adjusted currency return (p bid (τ ) − p ask (τ ))/(p(τ, h)) is rather straightforward, it is an analogy with a charged string polarized by an external field. The formula has the form
The violation of the Dirichlet boundary condition is restored, for instance, by the subtractionP ab
. For the polarized string mapping, i. e., the replacement P N (τ, h) → P ab q (τ, h), the regularized and nonregularized values of the momenta M looks identically to the previous case of open string (see Fig. 1b ) and the simulations yield to the similar results.
To quantify the received predictor statistics one can construct the histograms for a spectrum of M momenta as shown in Fig. 2 . Broader peaks of the distributions for regularized values of M for 1-endpoint and 2-endpoints strings suggests that the values are more smoothed than in the unregularized case and the aims to forecast the market trends are based on the sharper values of M , i. e., only the highest changes of a price on the market are taken into account and in this way they facilitate the evaluation of buy/sell orders.
C. D2-brane model
More interesting way how to go beyond a string model is to extent the string lines towards the more complex maps, the membranes called D2-branes. Practically it can be realized with the mapping in the form with the coordinates (h 1 , h 2 ) ∈ 0, l s × 0, l s which vary along two extra dimensions. The mapping satisfies the Dirichlet boundary conditions
The momentum of D2-brane model can be modified to the regular function depends also on more variables, e. g., it can has the form
The effect of higher dimension D2-branes onto the M values in Eq. (8) is visible in Fig. 3 . In comparison with 1-endpoint and 2-endpoints open strings the unregularized values are more smoothed. The regularization does not improve the spectrum so significantly as in the previous case of string models as it is visible from the histograms shown in Fig. 4 . One can conclude that even the D2-branes model with basic configuration is suitable to capture the dynamic changes of prices on the financial market.
As another tool for evaluating of the different approaches represented by the string and D2-branes models can server the return volatility σ ls/2 . In contrast to a historical volatility (the standard deviation of currency returns), the return volatility acts at the time scale l s /2 as string statistical characteristic. It is defined as
for m = 1, 2. The scatterplot in Fig. 5 shows the relationship of return volatility at the scale of l s /2 to the changes in the price trends represented by the string amplitudes for 2-endpoints string P
i (τ, l s /2) and D2-brane P D2,i (τ, l s /2, l s /2), i = 1, 8.
The impact of high q to identify the rare events of volatility is visible in both cases, nevertheless, if one decides or does not decide to use the q-deformed model in favor of D2-branes it depends also on the technical conditions of real time calculations, because to receive the statistics and to make predictions with D2-branes requires more computing power. 
D. Comparision
For the purpose to demonstrate the impact of different types of string maps on the net asset value (NAV) we performed numerical simulations with open strings with one and two endpoints, D2-branes and ARMA(p,q) type forecasting models on trade online system (more in Appendix B) with build-in derived algorithms. The plot in Fig. 6 presents the results of the simulations for EUR/USD currency pair. In the simulations we have tried to keep all parameters the same as possible, the impact of string length l s was tested on final result, OS1ep and OS2ep models have the same regularization function with q = 8, D2-brane model is not regularized. The study revealed the incapability of ARMA models to keep even zero profit. On the contrary, the results of the string models revealed improvement of NAV with the transition from 1-endpoint to to 2-endpoints open string and D2-branes. Moreover, the higher efficiency for the string models may be achieved by longer string l s lengths.
III. REGGE SLOPE PARAMETER
In this section we closely look at another quantity which has origin in the string theory, so called Regge slope parameter α . The connection of the slope parameter and the angular momentum makes it suitable for the investigation of the stability of currency rates as shown below.
For rotating open string, the parameter α or inverse of the string tension, is the constant that relates the angular momentum of the string J to the square of its energy E α = J E 2 .
In our analogy we introduce the slope parameter in terms of the angular momentum M ab q (τ ). In case of rotating open string, the nonvanishing component of angular momentum is M 12 , and its magnitude is denoted by J = |M 12 | (more in [13] )
for space and conjugate components P i , X i , i = 1, 2 and σ 1 = E/T 0 . It leads to the relation connecting the slope parameter α and T 0 as the string tension T 0
In our notation, the angular momentum can be written as
q,ask (τ, h) (15) with the conjugate variable X (16) t(·) denotes the timestamp for the time τ (see [14] ). The slope parameter has final form
Table I presents the typical values of slope parameter α q together with the mean of string amplitude P
1 (l s /2) for 2-endpoints string mapping, the string tension T 0 is estimated with the help of Eq. (14) ( c = 1). It is obvious that each currency pair operates with the own characteristic inter-string values. From the theory of Dbranes is known generalized formula for the tension of D p -brane [21]
l s is the familiar string length and g s is the string coupling, which can be used for higher dimensions not considered in this work. 
Currency pair P
(2) 
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In the study we have introduced new string mappings to transform the currency quotes to multidimensional string objects, represented by open strings with 2-endpoints and D2-branes. The proposed objects enhance string model algorithm [18] used in the real market conditions on the online trade system. We have investigated the influence of not regularized and regularized mappings on the final spectrum of momenta values for the objects (Figs. 1, 3 ). The regularization have been obtained by the addition of the regular function to the original mapping function and q parameter for the deformation. The effect of flattening of momenta values for 2-endpoints strings is notable even for low q values ( Fig. 5) , in contrast to the 1-endpoint string, where the effect is visible only for high q values. For D2-branes is the situation more favorable, the flattening is achieved already for not regularized momenta values, due to the properties of brane mapping itself. For completeness, we have mentioned also open polarized strings with 2-endpoints, but the obtained statistics is very similar to previous mappings and we have not investigated it in detail. According the obtained corresponding numerical simulations (Fig. 6 ), the improvement of NAV with the proposed models is significant according to 1-endpoint open strings, moreover the dependence of results on string length suggests the possibility to optimize the parameters through parallel computations or evolutionary algorithms.
We also propose to apply the values of angular momentum M ab q (τ ) as complementary tool to analyze the stability of currency rates except the historical volatility, as they are compared in Fig. 7 . For short string lengths the angular momentum indicates the same sharp changes in exchange rate. The correlation between measures is highest for equal values of a string length and time window parameters, see Table II . Although there exists a certain relation between those measures, for instance, the similar sensitivity in time, the memory effect of angular momentum seems to be lower. Therefore, it may provide a helpful indication of market changes or to serve as a trade brake in algorithms.
In connection with a slope parameter α and a string tension T 0 we have compared their values for a set of currency pairs in Table I (we have chosen the main six trading pairs). One can deduce that an increase of slope parameter values (or decrease of tension) indicates the changes on a market and a volatility is increasing. Although the fall in prices can last for a short time, the trading algorithms must immediately respond on the situation to avoid large losses. In Appendix B we have outlined the possible way how to deal with identified trends in real conditions. Moreover, each currency pair needs special treatment, which raises the requirement of parallel computing with genetic algorithms. We leave this as an open question for future work.
A combination of theoretical models based on geometrical description with the current financial data-driven disclosures may lead to serious revelation in traditional econometric methods. The models based on D2-branes mapping can serve as the starting point for the next generation of optimization of trade parameters in the evolutionary processes.
Exchange (LMAX) market accounts, which were done through the Librade online trade system [22] [23] [24] . The chosen currency pairs EUR/USD, CHF/JPY, AUD/CAD, AUD/JPY were simulated with new algorithm version and thereafter compared with the results from demo sessions (see Tab. III). The algorithm StringAlgo v.16 has builtin new proposed string maps Eq. (3), (5), (6) , as well the modified Sharpe ratio (Appendix A) which serves as new statistical quantity to evaluate the value at risk. Fig. 8 shows net asset value (NAV) plots for this real demo trading results and the simulation results (the NAV scales differ as they were initialized with different trade volumes). One can observe that all demo results for currency pairs follow the main trend of simulations for chosen time period, i. e., nearly two months. The best coincidence is clearly visible for currency pair EUR/USD (IB-test-12 and LMAX-test-16 accounts), which was in the center of our interest. Also we found nice candidate for currency pair AUD-CAD as one can see in the case of LMAX-test-14 account.
The encouraging results with evolutionary algorithm for the parametric optimization [17] lead us to enhance the algorithm with a module for parallel evaluation of string moment values on short time scales. The trends in price change, identified either with volatility or angular momentum ( Fig. 7) , yield to dynamic change of the parameters as a string length and a trade altitude. They are not keep constant, e. g., the trade altitude is lowered, so the algorithm can profit even under new conditions. The evolutionary algorithm has predefined limits within which it selects the most suitable combination of parameters leading ultimately to buy/sell orders. Intensive tests of new module are ongoing and we expect the first results in the near future.
